Who was Hit and Why?
The impact of the crisis varied enormously. Comparing demeaned real GDP growth in 2008Q3 and 2009Q1at seasonally-adjusted annual rates, growth fell by an astounding 35 percentage points in Latvia, 30 in Lithuania, and 25 in Estonia, compared to less than 5 percentage points in India, Poland and Argentina. This handful of outliers, both positive and negative, already points to hypotheses. More open economies were hit harder. Countries with large current account deficits were hit harder. (See Figures 1 and 2.) Countries that had restrained the rate of growth of credit and had more flexible exchange rates did better. On the other hand, the role of the government budget deficit is not clear; it is not obvious that countries with larger fiscal surpluses did better, in other words.
2 (See Figure 3 .)
The question is whether these and other regularities stand up to scrutiny when analyzed using data for a larger sample of emerging markets. Rose and Spiegel (2009) are skeptical. They link the severity of the growth decline, along with some ancillary measures of financial distress, to a set of indicator variables in 2006, the eve of the crisis, and find few robust regularities. One interpretation of this is as confirming the weak predictive power of so-called early-warning indicators, something to which some of us have pointed previously. 3 Crises differ. Market behavior and policy responses change, not least in response to the development of early-warning indicators themselves. In this view, there is no telling when you will be hit, or how hard. The appropriate policy response is therefore to invest in insurance. This view has some appeal to those of us who live on active earthquake faults and have learned to keep flashlights and bottled water 4 on hand.
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Another interpretation is that it is not so much crises that differ as countries. The impact of the same shocks and policies may be different in low, low-to-middle, and middle income countries, given differences in market structure and development. Mody (2009) finds, for example, that the positive correlation that one might expect between large current account deficits and the fall in output (as countries with large deficits found them increasingly difficult to finance) is evident only in lower-middle income countries (the middle tier of developing countries), not in upper-middle or low-income economies. Berkman et al. (2009) find that the financial channel was more important than the trade channel for emerging markets (defined as developing countries with reasonably open capital markets), but that the trade channel was more important for a broader sample of developing countries (trade mattered more for the financially less connected low income countries).
Or the difficulty of identifying sources of vulnerability may reflect neither that crises differ nor that countries differ, but rather that the linkage between a country's characteristics and its susceptibility to disturbances is nonlinear. An example is the role of reserve accumulation in providing insulation from shocks. Berkman et al. (2009) find no evidence that countries with more reserves had better crises. Blanchard et al. (2010) report the same negative conclusion: when they include both reserves and short-term liabilities as shares of GDP, the latter matters but the former does not. Others like Obstfeld, Shambaugh and Taylor (2009) , in contrast, find a link between reserves and financial stability. Policy makers like Brazilian central bank governor Henrique Meirelles have similarly argued that they played an important stabilizing role in the crisis. 5 The post-crisis behavior of emerging markets, which has been to accumulate more, is certainly consistent with this view. Figure 3 Figure 4 The obvious reconciliation is that of Moghadam (2010) . Reserves play a stabilizing role but only to a point. In a liquidity crisis in which investors are deleveraging, foreign borrowings must be repaid, and the scarcity of foreign exchange puts severe downward pressure on the local currency, having the reserves needed to repay most or all of those short-term foreign obligations, provide banks and firms with scarce foreign exchange and support the exchange rate is of considerable value. Just ask anyone who was in Korea in November 2008. At some point, however, perhaps when reserves match the value of short-term obligations coming due, the marginal benefit of more begins to diminish. Whether, beyond that point, they do anything to enhance stability further is questionable. In other words, the relationship between reserves and stability is nonlinear. The least squares parabola in Figure 4 is consistent with this view.
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This much is intuitive. The problem is that there is less than full agreement on the point at which diminishing returns set in. Moghadam's data suggest that this happens around the point where reserves match a country's external financing requirement (the sum of the current account deficit, short-term debt, and medium-and long-term amortizations of the public and private sectors). (See Figure 5 .) Others like Wyplosz (2007) argue that reserves continue to yield significant stability benefits beyond that point. It can be the stock rather than simply the maturing portion of the foreign debt that matters if investors, in a panic, scramble to sell it off. It may be M2 that matters if the liabilities of the banking system are in foreign currency or the country is committed to pegging the exchange rate.
The exchange rate is another variable that appears to bear a nonlinear relationship to the impact of the crisis. The evidence is quite strong, in my view, that countries pegging their currencies had worse crises, other things equal. Flexibility helps when confronted by an unprecedented shock. Berkman et al. (2009) and Blanchard et al. (2010) both report that countries with pegged rates suffered deeper output collapses even after controlling for a range of other economic and financial variables.
7 But both also suggest that more flexibility was not always better. What significantly enhanced stability was moving from a peg to a managed float, not moving from managed flexibility to a free float. Perhaps the most striking correlation is that countries with larger, better-developed, and more open financial systems did worse in the crisis. 8 This again makes sense intuitively. The shock originated in financial markets. Financial linkages were an important transmission belt. Hence countries with relatively large financial systems and whose markets were open to foreign investors felt the crisis first and most acutely. Korea suffered, for example, because half of its stock market capitalization was in the hands of foreign investors, who held a fire sale in response to their own financial distress. Countries with better developed financial systems had tended to have more short-term external debt, which made for a more serious crisis ( Figure 5 ).
9 Figure 6 7 IMF (2010) dissents from this emerging consensus, concluding that there was no difference in the depth of the recession between countries with pegs and floats. 8 Alexander et al. (2008) is an example of a study showing that the severity of the crisis was increasing in the size of the financial sector. 9 Note that I show the least squares regression line both with and without the outlier, Latvia.
shows that countries with repressed financial systems had their own problems in the crisis, but it confirms that countries with highly open financial systems, shown at the right, did worse than countries with some restrictions, shown in the middle. (Note that the index of restrictions on inflows and outflows is from Schindler 2009 , where a higher value means more restrictive.)
The question is what to do about it. If what we have just lived through a once in a hundred year firestorm, then the correct answer, presumably, is "nothing." But if what we have just experienced was a salutary if expensive reminder of the intrinsic instability of financial markets, then the lesson must be "go slow on financial liberalization and opening." The Indian approach of going slow on domestic deregulation and opening is the right one. The Brazilian approach of using taxes to discourage short-term foreign capital is the right one. The implication, like it or not (and some in the World Bank will not like it), is that financial development in emerging markets will be slower than otherwise.
The problem, again, is that we lack the information needed to know how far to go in this direction. There is ample and convincing evidence that financial development and openness have a positive impact on growth and inclusiveness. 10 The evidence is ample and convincing, that is, when one draws it from good times. But it is equally clear that financial development and openness expose countries to additional problems in bad times, when financial markets fail. Two studies establishing the point are Vlachos and Waldenstrom (2005) and Eichengreen, Gullapalli and Panizza (2009) . The problem is that we lack good estimates with which to balance the marginal benefits of the first effect against the marginal costs of the second. Again, it may be the relationship may be nonlinear: that the early stages of financial development and integration have significant net benefits but that said benefits diminish subsequently.
It is of course possible to give more nuanced advice. Rather than slow financial development, slow certain forms of financial development. We know that countries whose banks funded themselves on the wholesale market, especially abroad, were vulnerable when liquidity evaporated. Those where the deposit-to-domestic private-sector-loan ratio was high did relatively well.
11 Highly-leveraged as opposed to high-developed financial markets can be especially dangerous, in other words. Countries where a relatively high share of foreign capital inflows were in the form of portfolio capital (short-term portfolio flows in particular) did poorly. This is an old finding from statistical post mortems on the 1997 Asian crisis; Tong and Wei (2009) and World Bank (2010b) show that it continues to hold. Markets that were permissively regulated, resulting in the strongly procyclical behavior of credit, and not simply markets were the problem. 
Why Was the Collapse of Trade So Dramatic?
10 See for example World Bank (2010a), Chapter 2, for a summary of the evidentiary base. 11 Latvia and South Korea were among the countries with the lowest ratios of deposits to private-sector loans; neither hand a good crisis. More generally, Berkman et al. (2009) and World Bank (2010b) show that countries with more leveraged domestic financial systems (higher ratio of domestic credit to domestic deposits) did poorly in the crisis. 12 Thus, Mody (2009) The outsized collapse of trade is a second important mystery to be unraveled before we can move to policy recommendations. We know the suspects: protectionist measures, disruptions to the supply of trade credit, and the development of global supply chains. We just don't know how much weight to attach to them.
Starting with protectionism, I like to think that this was a problem averted largely by learning from historical experience. Comparisons of the Great Recession with the Great Depression, which were rife in 2008-9, pointed to the importance of avoiding the kind of protectionism that compounded the earlier slump. WTO disciplines helped, as did G20 cooperation -and monitoring of countries' compliance by organizations like the World Bank and Global Trade Alert. But there still was a good deal of murky protectionism. Evenett (2010) identifies more than 300 trade restricting measures of one sort or another between the fourth quarter of 2008 and fourth quarter of 2009. Eichengreen and Irwin (2009) exploited the Great Depression parallel to suggest where the danger was greatest. In the 1930s, recovery policy meant monetary policy. In order to promote recovery, countries abandoned defense of their exchange rate pegs, cut the level of interest rates, and allowed their currencies to decline. Unlike this time, reductions in interest rates were not accompanied by aggressive quantitative easing. 13 Other countries felt the effects through two channels. To the extent that they saw their currencies appreciate as a result of their neighbors' policies, their competitiveness worsened and their problems deepened. They lost reserves and, to maintain their pegs to gold, their central banks were forced to tighten. But to the extent that their neighbors began to recover and, as a result, consumed more foreign as well as domestic goods, they also felt a positive locomotive effect. The evidence for the 1930s is that the first channel dominated: depreciation was beggar by neighbor.
14 Countries that felt themselves beggared responded with restrictive trade policies that distorted their economies and further transmitted the contraction internationally. Protectionism was a byproduct of their failure to act and, more generally, of the inadequate coordination of stimulus policies.
This time recovery policy meant not only sharp reductions in interest rates, often to zero, but also aggressive quantitative easing and fiscal stimulus. With quantitative easing, the locomotive effect as opposed to the beggar-thy-neighbor effect of expansionary monetary policy was stronger. The cross-border spillovers of expansionary fiscal policy were positive as well.
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Where in the Depression it had been the passive countries -those that did not take a policy response to the crisis -that had the strongest incentive to protect, this time it was the active countries that saw other countries as free riding on their efforts. This, in a nutshell, explains the genesis of "Buy America" policies: some American policy makers saw an expensive but necessary $787 billion fiscal stimulus as also benefiting other countries insofar as the associated spending fell on imports as well as U.S. goods, and unfairly so insofar as other countries did not respond with stimulus programs of their own. I read the evidence on the incidence of protectionism in the last three years as broadly consistent with this pattern.
To be sure, countries were much successful than 80 years ago in coordinating their policy responses to the crisis, which I interpret as more evidence of their having learned from history. This limited complaints about free riding and contained the protectionist impulse. Kee, Niagu and Nicita (2010) conclude that only 2 per cent of the decline in world trade in 2008 was attributable to increased protectionism. I suspect that this may be an underestimate; unlike other authors (e.g. Evenett 2010) who consider trade restrictions broadly defined, Kee et al. look only at tariffs. A more encompassing measure would yield a somewhat higher number. Still, the conclusion that trade policy was not a major factor in the collapse of trade would probably still stand.
It is plausible that disruptions to the supply of trade finance should have been important for the collapse of trade. Trade, by virtue of its time-intensive nature, depends on finance, and this was, after all, a financial crisis. Iacovone and Zavacka (2009) show that the exports of firms more dependent on external finance fall by more in banking crises than those of firms that selffinance and that have more tangible assets and hence better collateral.
On the other hand, Mora and Powers (2009) argue that this effect was quantitatively small because the disruption to flows of trade credit was limited in duration and extent. Although other credit markets froze up, trade finance declined to only a limited extent, a few exceptional cases notwithstanding. Because trade credit is collateralized, it was possible to keep credit flowing. Official export credit agencies, for their part, stepped in to help. For developing countries this means not just relying on the multilaterals but putting central banks and national export credit agencies in a position where they can also help. To the extent that parts, components, and other inputs going into the manufacture of exports are themselves imported, the central banks and export credit agencies in question will have to provide trade finance in foreign exchange. This is another reason, above and beyond those discussed earlier, to hold reserves. These last observations bring us to the role of trade in parts and components. This is a relatively new trend in which developing countries, Asian countries in particular, have become deeply implicated. It is widely cited as a factor in the outsized reaction of trade in 2008-9. The explanation appears to be especially popular among Japanese economists (e.g. Takana 2009) who must account for the fact that Japanese trade fell so dramatically in the crisis (export volumes fell by an astounding 50 per cent between February 2008 and February 2009). Japan's extensive involvement in trade in parts and components is an alluring explanation.
I am not convinced. If the difference now is that the parts and components in your laptop are produced in Taiwan but the machine is assembled in China, causing the components to cross national borders and be counted twice in the trade statistics, it is true that the same decline in the demand for laptops can result in a larger recorded drop in recorded trade, since it causes the volume of global trade to fall by approximately the value of two laptops (ignoring the value added in assembly). But while this can explain why the absolute value of the fall in trade was large, it cannot by itself explain why the percentage fall in trade was so large or why the elasticity of trade with respect to income has been rising. 16 With assembly via global supply chains, there is twice as much trade in laptop parts and components. A fall in demand by one 16 As documented by Freund (2009). laptop causes recorded trade to fall by twice as much. But with both the numerator and denominator multiplied by two, elasticities are unchanged.
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To implicate production fragmentation in the collapse of trade, it is necessary to argue two things: that only some goods are produced using global supply chains, and that goods so produced were affected most strongly by the negative demand shock. It is possible to defend both arguments. In periods of high uncertainty, firms and households will put off spending on big ticket items. (Baldwin 2009 refers to these items as "postponables.") This is especially the case of uncertainty associated with financial disruptions, since big ticket purchases have to be financed. Romer (1990) showed that it was heavily consumer durables the demand for which fell off in the early stages of the Great Depression. And we know that a number of those products -motor vehicles, consumer electronics -are now heavily involved in global supply chains.
One wonders also about the interaction of production fragmentation with the two earlier explanations for the collapse of trade. It could be that the articulation of supply chains renders trade more sensitive to disruptions to the provision of trade credit. If component exporters can't get credit, then assemblers can't get parts, and even a limited financial disruption can break all the links in the chain.
18 This is trade equivalent to the O-Ring theory of economic development.
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In this case, it is of course in the interest of the assembler to provide the component exporter the credit he needs. But it is not obvious that the assembler will be able to obtain credit in a truly global credit crisis, or that he will have the earnings with which to fund such credit himself, absent an ability to get the parts its needs to assemble and export. So it could be that disruptions to the supply of trade credit and production fragmentation interact.
Similarly, protectionism and supply chains may interact. Freund (2009) observes that firms utilizing global supply chains tend to alter the location of production in a slump. She gives the example of Porsche, which decided to cut the assembly of its cars in Finland in 2009 while maintaining its operations in Germany, one presumes for political economy reasons, given that Porsche is a German-owned company. In this case it is precisely the exports assembled via international supply chains that disappear, despite the fact that those products are identical down to the finest detail to those that the German plant assembles for export.
The Role of Global Imbalances
I come finally to the role of global imbalances in the crisis. You might expect me to give them a place of prominence, since I had written in the past of the dangers of their disorderly correction. 20 Of course, the crisis of which I worried then was not exactly the same as the crisis we went on to experience. With benefit of hindsight, I would put most of the blame for the crisis elsewhere, although I do think that global imbalances played a role.
A nice exposition of this is O'Rourke (2009).
18 One is reminded of some of the incipient disruptions to trade and production in Europe with the Icelandic volcano eruptions of April 2010. 19 See Kremer (1993) . 20 In Eichengreen (2007) .
Fundamentally I see the crisis as the result of flawed regulation and perverse incentives in financial markets. Regulators bought into the arguments of the regulated that financial institutions could safely operate with a thinner capital cushion. They accepted the premise that capital adequacy could be gauged on the basis of banks' internal models and, where these were absent, ratings of securities provided by commercial credit rating agencies, notwithstanding the incentives for the proprietors of the former to tweak their models to minimize estimated risks and capital requirements and the tendency for the latter, as investment advisors as well as issuers of ratings, to fall prey to conflicts of interest. The regime that resulted was capital poor and dangerously procyclical. Regulators neglected liquidity, assuming away problems in wholesale money markets. Banks were allowed to hide risks in conduits and structured investment vehicles and window dress their balance sheets. Agency problems flourished at each stage of the originate-and-distribute process. Mortgage brokers had no fiduciary responsibility to homeowners. Banks not keeping a participation in the complex derivative securities they originated felt no responsibility to investors. The structure of compensation encouraged bank executives to roll the dice, disregarding the implications of their actions for the survival of the firm. And the regulators averted their eyes. If you want my summary of the crisis, there you have it, in one paragraph.
Of course, this summary goes only an inch below the surface. The deeper question is how these extraordinary circumstances were allowed to arise. Here I would cite a powerful ideology of deregulation stretching back to at least the Reagan-Thatcher years. I would cite excessive confidence in quantitative methods of risk management, Value at Risk, and of asset pricing. I am not acquitting the academy, in other words; we too fell prey to a powerful collective psychology.
21 I would cite the intensification of competition, with the Glass-Steagall restrictions starting to crumble even before passage of the Gramm-Bliley-Leach Act in 1999, encouraging banks to take on additional leverage in their desperation to maintain normal returns. Finally, I would cite a conscious policy in the United States of starving the regulators of human and financial resources. It is hard to understand the pre-crisis behavior of the Securities and Exchange Commission any other way. There's my summary of the deeper causes of the crisis, again in one paragraph.
But if the match that ignited the fire lay elsewhere, in lax regulation and perverse incentives in financial markets, global imbalances poured fuel on the flames. With significant amounts of foreign capital, official capital in particular, flowing toward the United States, longterm interest rates were lower than otherwise. This fed to the housing boom. Reinhart and Rogoff (2009) show that the connection between capital inflows and housing booms is a historical regularity. My own ongoing work with Kevin O'Rourke and Augustin Benetrix on housing booms and busts, using data for a panel of OECD countries in recent years, again suggests that house-price developments are strongly correlated with capital flows. Foreign capital inflows into U.S. housing markets made it easier for financial institutions to finance the teaser rates on option-ARMs that sucked more households into the market. Again, I would not put global imbalances at the center of the housing boom in the United States, but I would argue that they played a supporting role.
Beyond the housing market, the downward pressure on U.S. interest rates resulting from foreign official and private purchases of U.S. treasury and agency securities could have contributed to the crisis through a number of channels. First, lower nominal interest rates encouraged institutions to take on more risk in order to match previous nominal returns. 22 Investors use nominal returns as a gauge of manager performance. If nominal returns go down, they may take this as the manager's fault and withdraw their funds. To retain his clients, the manager is then forced to move into riskier assets and employ more leverage.
Second, some investors, such as pension funds and insurance companies, have fixed contractual liabilities. They are required to pay out fixed nominal amounts to their investors. If market interest rates go down more than the company expected when signing the contract, the yield on safe securities may not be enough for it to meet its obligations. Again, survival will require portfolio managers to move into riskier investments or take on more leverage. Banks that have issued certificates of deposit to their customers and whose other liabilities bear fixed interest rates may likewise find themselves squeezed.
Third, lower interest rates cheapen wholesale funding. Lower wholesale money market rates encourage financial intermediaries to expand their balance sheets. The impact will be most visible among broker dealers relying on the wholesale money market for much of their funding and among conduits and special-purpose vehicles that issue commercial paper to fund their investments in speculative assets. 23 Finally, if lower interest rates and more ample liquidity boost equity prices, including the equity prices of financial institutions themselves, those institutions will want to increase their lending in order to restore previous levels of leverage. Higher share prices for banks mean that they have more capital. But this also means that they are not fully loaned up. Some of their capital is effectively sitting idle. If the firm's lending capacity is not being fully utilized, this is something that it will seek to correct. Low interest rates that translate into higher equity prices will thus trigger a lending boom.
The question is how much difference capital inflows made for U.S. rates. Craine and Martin (2009) estimate that 10 year bond yields were at least 50 basis points lower in 2005 than they would have been had there been no additional foreign purchases since the beginning of 2004. Bandholz, Clostermann and Seitz (2009) suggest that that ten-year bond yields were 70 basis points lower as a result of foreign capital inflows. Warnock and Warnock (2009) suggest that the increase in U.S. treasuries held by foreigners depressed treasury yields by 90 basis points. I read this as a reasonably high degree of consensus on magnitudes, at least by the standards of the economics profession.
In the end, one must ask how different the course of the crisis would have been had tenyear bond yields been 50, 70 or even 90 basis points higher. One answer is: not very different. The problems of lax regulation and skewed incentives in financial markets would still have been there. The problems implicit in the originate-and-distribute model would still have been there. Problems in the mortgage-broking industry would still have been there. The conflicts of interest of the rating agencies would still have been there. The incentives for risk taking created by the structure of executive compensation and too big to fail would still have been there. With wholesale funding modestly more expensive, leverage modestly less, and investors stretching less for yield, outcomes would have been less extreme. When the boom unwound, it would have unwound less violently. But, qualitatively, outcomes would have been the same.
Another answer to the how-different question is: very different. Economic dynamics are nonlinear. Crises are nonlinear. It is just conceivable that a difference of 70 basis points would have meant an entirely different outcome. We will never know.
How Should Emerging Markets Respond?
The financial crisis was born and bred in the United States. To the extent that global imbalances played a role, low U.S. saving rates were, in turn, central to the development of those imbalances. But it takes two to tango. The story would be incomplete without acknowledging also the contribution of the surplus countries: China, emerging East Asia, the Middle East oil exporters, and surplus OECD countries like Germany and Japan.
The roles of these different countries and regions of course varied over time. Early on, surpluses were relatively evenly balanced, while more recently China in particular has dominated the surplus side of the equation. This now creates a dilemma for emerging markets, as exemplified by the aforementioned China. Should they stick with their tried and true development strategy, which has entailed restraining domestic consumption, keeping the real exchange rate low, and plowing savings into investment in tradable manufactures, and thereby risk the reemergence of global imbalances and associated crisis risks as demand again picks up in the United States? Or should they abandon that strategy for another?
In thinking about this problem, it is important for economists not to become fixated on the nominal exchange rate (we can leave that to the politicians). The exchange rate is an outcome, or a relative price that results from the elements comprising the development strategy, not a policy variable in and of itself. 24 In China, to pick an example not entirely at random, the strategy has been (to repeat) to restrain domestic consumption in order to mobilize large amounts of domestic savings for investment in capacity to produce tradable manufactures. Limited financial development, a limited social safety net, and limited pressure on enterprise managers to pay out dividends are all mechanisms that help to maintain this consumption/investment balance. With domestic consumption low, the relative price of nontraded goods is low. The prices of exportables are relatively high. To observers ignorant of the policy mix, the renminbi looks undervalued. But given the policy mix, the prevailing real rate is the market equilibrium. Were it not, China would experience faster inflation, and the real exchange rate would adjust through this mechanism.
Should China now change its policy mix (more rapidly)? The answer, logically, should flow from an analysis of the conditions that made the original policy mix desirable. My own view is that the policy mix has been beneficial for some years now as a way of promoting the flow of resources into a manufacturing sector that would have been suboptimally small, owing to other distortions, in its absence. A policy mix that depresses the real exchange rate may be a second-best way of overcoming distortions (financial market underdevelopment that limits the availability of start-up capital, for example) that would otherwise discourage the growth of highvalue-added manufacturing. 25 Or it may be a way of encouraging activities that throw off positive externalities (learning effects external to the manufacturing firm, for example) that would otherwise be undersupplied by even a well-developed market. I suspect that both kinds of distortions have been present in China, which is why this particular development strategy has been so successful.
The question is whether those distortions have now become less pronounced, so that the authorities can begin modifying the policy mix. This is a properly a question for specialists on Chinese capital markets and Chinese manufacturing, not for me. For what it is worth, I think China has made good progress in terms of financial development. Enterprises are increasingly able to float bonds and borrow from banks, permitting them to rely less on the retained earnings they amass a result of the prevailing policy mix. (To be clear, by "increasingly able" I do not mean "freely able.") Through integration, collaboration, and the development of supply chains and production networks, manufacturing firms are better able to appropriate some of the positive externalities thrown off by their activity. (In this case, "better appropriate" is different than "fully appropriate.") If this is correct, then the policy response should be to begin to gradually move away from the prevailing policy mix. Policy makers can encourage consumption (by developing the social safety net and liberalizing financial markets). They can encourage enterprises to pay out dividends (by reforming corporate governance). As consumption on, among other things, nontraded goods rises in response, the real exchange rate will adjust. China can take the adjustment either through inflation (which will raise the relative price of nontraded goods) or renminbi appreciation (which has the same effect). My own preference would be for the latter.
How quickly should it move? The answer depends on how quickly the distortions I have just described diminish; this much is obvious. But it also follows that, since the diminution of financial-market constraints, the development of collaborative relationships among firms and so forth are gradual rather than discontinuous processes, the change in the policy mix, and therefore the level of the real exchange rate, should also adjust gradually rather than discontinuously. I am not in favor of a sharp step appreciation of the renminbi, in other words. This logic calls for gradual appreciation over time.
But if one believes that global imbalances contributed to the crisis, and that China's large surpluses, emanating from its policy mix, contributed to global imbalances, then this is argument for rather faster appreciation than otherwise. If one believes that China's policies (of course, not only China's policies), operating through the channel of global imbalances, have implications for global financial stability (and thus implications external to the country), then it should optimally step up the pace of renminbi appreciation.
And what is logically true of China is true, to a greater or lesser extent, of other emerging economies in East Asia and other parts of the world. 25 High value added relative, specifically to agriculture and traditional manufacturing.
In Sum
Openness has been tremendously beneficial for emerging markets. Looking back over the last thirty years, the shift in toward a more market-led system, stable macroeconomic and financial policies, and greater openness in international transactions has yielded enormous benefits in terms of economic development and growth. Note that I have characterized greater openness as only one of a constellation of related policies. It is not openness per se that matters but the combination. While this makes it difficult to identify the contribution of openness per se to the improvement in economic performance, most of us would share a strong intuitive sense that openness has played an important role.
But openness also has a downside in that it exposes countries to shocks from outside. It heightens the need for policies to shield relatively fragile developing economies. For developing countries where trade remains the principal channel through which shocks are transmitted, recent events underscore the importance of making contingency plans for the possibility that trade credit might dry up and exports may collapse. Central banks should hold reserves to fill the trade-credit gap. They should establish and fund specialized export-credit agencies. They should prearrange support with multilaterals and other extra-national agencies in a position to help. Given the special sensitivity to such disruptions of durable manufactures produced via global supply chains, countries heavily dependent on these products should redouble their efforts at export diversification.
For emerging markets where financial linkages are now the principal channel through which foreign shocks are transmitted, the regulatory framework for domestic financial markets needs to be strengthened. This means strengthening supervision and regulation along the obvious dimensions and, given the crisis, worrying more about leverage, liquidity and transparency. It means using a portfolio of policies to deal with capital inflows associated with the carry trade: first, fiscal tightening; second, tightening limits on lending by domestic banks; third, additional exchange rate flexibility to introduce two-way bets into financial markets; fourth, sterilized intervention; and fifth (and finally, if the preceding measures don't work), capital inflow taxes. It means holding reserves adequate to deal with the consequences of sudden stops and, indeed, with the wholesale liquidation of foreign holdings. Achieving this last goal means two things. One, identifying more precisely exactly what constitutes an adequate level of reserves under these circumstances. Two, negotiating reserve-pooling and emergency-swap facilities to minimize the cost of reserves, whether at the regional level (CMIM and FLAR), through bilateral swaps with the Fed and the ECB, or at the IMF.
Finally, emerging markets must think about gradually transitioning away from a tried and true growth model that has emphasized saving to the expense of consumption, slowed financial development, and successfully promoted export-led growth but at the same time contributed to global imbalances. China and others are already committed to this transition. But to successfully complete it, they need a clearer understanding of the underlying distortions that made for the success of the earlier strategy. Without this, it is hard to know how quickly now to move away from it. And they need to bear in mind that policies that had unquestionable benefits domestically also added fuel to the fire that resulted in the financial crisis. If they internalize this externality, they will be inclined to move away from prevailing policies sooner rather than later.
